Preparedness for summer activities – coping with the second wave
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Guiding principles

1. Risk management – educational, organizational, and resource (detailed in the presentation)
2. Maintaining maximum flexibility and decision making ability
3. Preparing trained staff and recruiting leaders will be a central part of the summer program
4. A focus on local and regional activities and preparation of a national framework
5. Preference to be given to providing a response to local needs
Permanent Forums

**General:** Based on the departments responsible for activities in times of normal routine, a team will be set up to deal specifically with corona. Each circle of the movement should have relevant forums defined.

**Headquarters Data Collection:** maintaining information on sick or quarantined members and leaders.

**Possible Return to Online Activities:** Preparedness of the activity team, assisted by the digital team.
Potential scenario:

Outbreak of corona amongst members of the local branch or a diagnosis of corona during local activities

**Update:** Person responsible for corona in the local branch / region -> Dept of Security, Health and Safety and local leadership -> Youth Movement Coordinator -> Situation Room

**Convening team members for situation assessment and response:**
Headquarters + Dept of Security, Health and Safety + Youth Movement Coordinator

**Response**
Stop activities according to instructions, understanding of appropriate methods for updating, instruction to parents and members in accordance with the regulations of the Ministry of Health, decision on public preparedness

**Ongoing guidance for the branch**
Relating to continuation of activities, public response, emotional response

**Follow up**
Number of infected / quarantined persons, maintaining a connection with the branch / region
Update
Person responsible for corona in the local branch / region -> Dept of Security, Health and Safety and local leadership -> Youth Movement Coordinator -> Situation Room

Convening team members for situation assessment and response:
Headquarters + Dept of Security, Health and Safety + Youth Movement Coordinator

Response
Stop activities according to instructions, decision regarding whether to close all activity in the locale and transitioning to online activities and volunteerism, instructing parents and members in accordance with the decisions

Follow up
Number of infected / quarantined persons, maintaining a connection between them and the branch / region

Potential scenario:
Increase in cases of infection in the locale resulting in a local lockdown
Potential scenario:
Significant increase in the number of infected movement members

Convening team members for situation assessment and response:
Local Leadership + Treasurer + Dept of Security, Health and Safety + Youth Movement Coordinator – understanding the consequences for staff, understanding the need to provide back up for activities in specific locations with additional leaders

Response
Assessment of exposure to infected persons and influence on the location of activities, creating of “capsules” based on locations and regions, use of resources (vehicles etc.) according to the situation

Ongoing guidance for the branch
With relation to continuation of activities, public response, emotional response

Follow up
Number of infected / quarantined persons (service year/ post high school and older), maintaining a connection between them and community headquarters
Potential scenario:

Infected member needing to be quarantined at the training farm or National Service

Update
Inform leader, year group coordinator, training team / National Service headquarters, Dept of Security, Health and Safety -> Youth Movement Coordinator -> Situation Room

Convening team members for situation assessment and response
Local Leadership + Training Farm Headquarters staff + Dept of Security, Health and Safety + Youth Movement Coordinator

Response
In accordance with the training farm’s quarantine regulations and in coordination with medical instruction

Follow up
Maintaining contact with the leader (responsibility of the staff of the training farm / National Service) connection with the leader’s parents
Preparation
Writing a contingency plan for the possibility of expanding a planned activity from the local to the regional level

Update
Dept of Security, Health and Safety updates the community leadership and movement coordinator

Convening staff for situation assessment and decision making
Local leadership + Dept of Security, Health and Safety + Youth Movement Coordinator
Risk management relating to possible change

Response
Change activity in accordance with the new regulations and according to the assessment of the situation with the training department and treasury, updating parents and participants regarding the decision

Potential scenario:
Improved regulations – possibility of national activity involving participants from different locations